
落     水   天   
Lok      Sui     Tien 

[lɔk       sui     tiɛn] 

To fall  water day 

Rainy Days 

 

 

 

呜，啊，真     可 怜。 

Oo,  ah,   zin    ko lien. 

[u     a     tsin    kɔ liɛn] 

Ah,  truly pitiful. 

Ah, how pitiful. 

 

 

落    水    天， 落    水   天，     
Lok      sui      tien,    lok       sui     tien, 

[lɔk       sui      tiɛn    lɔk       sui      tiɛn] 

To fall  water  day,   to fall   water day, 

Rainy days, rainy days, 

 

 

落       水       落       到   我   的   身    边。   

lok      sui      lok      do  ngai  ge   sin    bien. 

[lɔk     sui      lɔk      dɔ   ŋai    ke  sin    biɛn] 

to fall  water  to fall to  my          body side. 

the rain falls next to my body. 

 

 

湿   了       衣  裳   又    无           遮 盖，  

Sib  le        yi  son  you  mao        za goi, 

[sib le         ji  sɔn  jou   mau        tsa kɔi] 

To be wet  clothes  yet   without  to cover, 

My clothes are drenched, yet there is no shelter, 

 

 

光     着  头      来，          真     可  怜。   

gong ze   tel     loi,             zin     ko lien. 

[kɔŋ  tse  tɛl     lɔi               tsin    kɔ liɛn] 

bare         head to become, truly  pitiful. 

and my head is bare. How pitiful! 

 

 

Notes: 

- Carefully distinguish between the syllables used here in the Hakka dialect and those used for the 

Mandarin texts in other pieces 

- The [k] of ‘lok’ [lɔk] is only lightly articulated and partly stopped as a parenthetical (k); similarly, the 

[b] of ‘sib’ [sib] is only partly articulated and partly stopped 

- The [i] vowel of ‘sui’ [sui] has a slight formation of [ɛ] to it, between [swɛi] and [sui] 

- The words ending in ‘ien’ – ‘tien’, ‘bien’, and ‘lien’ – should have a clearly intoned [i] before moving 
to the glided [(j)ɛn] final as in [tiɛn/tjɛn], [biɛn/bjɛn], and [liɛn/ljɛn] 

- The [k] of ‘ko’ [kɔ] and ‘gong’ [kɔŋ] is unaspirated, having a slight element of [g] to it 


